OPANA Fall Membership Meeting Minutes
Siegel Center, Mount Carmel East Columbus, Ohio
October 6, 2018
Called to Order: 12:50pm
President: Sally Swartzlander

President Sally Swartzlander opened the membership meeting by thanking everyone for spending their day here at the fall seminar. The presentation was presented by power point to the membership.

Sally announced members of the Board and Committee chairs as followed:

- President: Sally Swartzlander BSN, RN, CAPA
- Vice President/President Elect as well as Gold Leaf/Shining Star Chair: Elizabeth Cooper RN, CPAN, CAPA
- Immediate Past President/Nominations Chair: Teri Siroki BSN, RN
- Secretary: Iris Marcentile BSN, RN, CPAN
- Treasurer/Membership Chair: Bonita Woodin RN, MSN, CPAN
- OPANA Webmaster: Debby Niehaus BSN, RN, CPAN
- OPANA Snooze News Editor: Tina Harvey BSN, RN, CAPA, CPAN
- OPANA Convention Chair: Sue Guertin BSN, RN
- OPANA Program Committee Chair: Alabelle Zghoul BSN,RN,CPAN
- OPANA Scholarship Chair: Jane Booth RN, CPAN
- OPANA Governmental Affairs Chair: Jean Kaminski BSN, RN, CPAN
- OPANA Standard Operations Chair as well as COPANA District Rep: Nancy McGushin BSN, MSN, CNL, CPAN
- OPANA Fundraising Chair as well as CAPANA District Rep: Sharon Gallagher RN, CAPA
- OPANA Historical Chair as well as NEOPANA District Rep: Debbie Wolff BSN, RN, CPAN
- OPANA Awards Chair as well as NOPANA District Rep: Debbie Wilson MSN, RN, CPAN
- GCPANA District Rep: Kate Horner BSN, RN, CPAN
- DAPANA District Rep: Brandy Mather BSN, RN, CAPA, CPAN

Sally informed the membership that the Total for OPANA Membership is 493. She also informed the membership that:

- Our nurses assist/participate in many events throughout the year including local, state, and national conferences; service projects; and fundraisers. We invite you to join us in these endeavors.
- Please check the OPANA website for updates: [www.ohiopana.org](http://www.ohiopana.org).
- Our website is updated frequently and has many pictures as well as information about what is going on in your districts. You will also find contact information for
your districts as well as OPANA Officers. Please send any pictures of activities in your facilities or districts to our webmaster.

- You may also send articles to our news editor for inclusion in Snooze News.

OPANA’S Certified Perianesthesia Nurses:
As of spring 2018, currently OPANA’s Certified Nurses’ are as follows:

- CPAN 232
- CAPA 178
- Dual 21
- Total 431
- Ohio also has 8 Certification Coaches

2019 ASPAN National Conference Scholarship Winners from OPANA:

- Sharon Gallagher RN, CAPA
- Jean Kaminski BSN, RN, CPAN
- Tanya Nellis BSN, RN, CAPA

ASPAN Update- www.aspan.org

- Check out the September/October edition of Breathline. Regina Hoefner-Notz, MS, RN, CPAN, CPN, FASPN (ASPN President 2018-2019) continued her theme: “Leading with Knowledge-Serving with Heart”.
- Willingness to Participate forms are due 10/31/18.
- Start Planning to Showcase Your Accomplishments with Abstracts and Posters for the 2019 National Conference in Nashville! The deadline for both is 10/31/18.
- Excellence in Clinical Practice Award and Award for Outstanding Achievement is due by 11/30/18.
- Visit the ASPAN Web site for information on how to nominate a deserving colleague for a 2019 Above and Beyond Service Award. The deadline to do so is January 10, 2019.
- Don’t forget to take advantage of the free CE opportunity: Recognizing Residual Paralysis and Improving Patient Outcomes in Patients Receiving Neuromuscular Blocking Agents (1.5 CH).
- The newest edition of ASPAN’s Perianesthesia Standards, Practice Recommendations and Interpretive Statements will be available on the ASPAN website by December 2018.
- ASPAN collaborates with the Council on Surgical and Perioperative Safety. Their mission is to bring all members of the surgical team together to promote excellence in patient safety during their perioperative experience. They have recently created a DNR/DNAR/DNI Checklist (based on ASPAN’s position statement). It is now available at http://www.csp-stream.org.
- ASPAN is also working on the 2019 Competency Based Orientation Manual for the Adult Patient. It will tentatively be available for release in mid to late 2019.

OPANA 2018 Excellence in Clinical Practice Award:
• Presented by OPANA Awards Chair: Debbie Wilson MSN, RN, CPAN
• The first place winner will receive a framed certificate, pin and a monetary award. In addition, the first place winner’s name will be submitted to ASPAN for consideration in the selection for the Excellence in Clinical Practice Award, given at the ASPAN National Conference, or to be a nurse saluted in the Who’s Who in PACU Nursing in the Breathline newsletter.
• The runner up will receive a framed certificate and a pin.
• There were 2 nominations: Runner up was Kelly Sid??-Kate Horner accepted award for Kelly. Deb Wolff was first runner up.

OPANA Update from 2018 ASPAN National Conference:
• 2017 Gold Leaf Component of the Year Award
• Snooze News won Newsletter of the Year (1-8 page category)
• ABPANC Shining Star Award
• OPANA member, Carolyn Hoenicke MSN, RN, CPAN from TriHealth in Cincinnati won 1st place for her EBP/research poster: How Perioperative Leadership Fits into the Organization’s Episode of Care Model Plan
• OPANA member, Teresa Salley MS, MSN, RN, CPAN, CAPA was named one of the ABPANC Region 3 Directors

Celebrating OPANA:
• Please stop by the OPANA table to view pictures from the ASPAN National Conference. See the Gold Leaf Award, ABPANC Shining Star Award, and the Newsletter Award.
• Enter a drawing to win the book that OPANA was given as part of our Gold Leaf Award: Certification Review for Perianesthesia Nursing (published 2017)
• Enjoy our Gold Leaf Celebration Cake and Graeter’s Ice Cream as our special treat for winning the Gold Leaf Award.
• Please join us for a group celebration picture during our AM break
Sally has pictures on the power point of OPANA National Conference-please see power point on OPANA website.

OPANA Fall Seminar 2018 Highlights:
• Hope Hollow Table – Donation container for Gift Cards & Monetary gifts. Thank you for supporting our Service Project! Meet Kevin and Jane Clark, founders of Hope Hollow.
• OPANA fundraising table featuring OPANA & RADA Items.
• ABPANC Table – Meet Teresa Salley MS, MSN, RN, CPAN, CAPA
• ASPAN Resource Table
• 50/50 raffle, Silent Auction, and Chinese Auction – the money raised supports Hope Hollow & OPANA.
• Vendor tables
• Door Prizes
Welcome to Our Speaker- Meg Beturne, MSN, RN, CPAN, CAPA

Past ASPAN President 2005-2006
Picture of Meg on power point which can be viewed on OPANA website. Sally presented Meg with a Thirty-One bag for being our speaker. She also thanked Meg for coming to Ohio and being with us today.

Old Business: None

New Business: None

Save the Date:
- PANAW – February 4-10, 2019
- ASPAN’s 38th National Conference in Nashville, TN – May 5-9, 2019
- OPANA Spring Seminar – May 18, 2019 in Akron, OH

Sally introduced the owners of Hope Hollow.

Membership Meeting adjourned at 1305pm.